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Gazetteer, 366 
Gazetteer of Neolithic timber monuments recorded 
in Scotland 
This gazetteer lists all the Neolithic timber monuments recorded in Scotland. It is arranged 
alphabetically by the name given in the National Monuments Record of Scotland (NMRS) 
and each site is individually numbered. Each entry lists the NMRS number assigned by 
RCAHMS, the National Grid Reference (NGR) of the site and the council in which the site 
is found. An interpretation is given to each site along with any comments or descriptions 
and the main bibliographic references. The relevant transcription or excavation plan is set 
out below each entry. Most of the original aerial photographs can be viewed in the NMRS. 
Transcriptions adhere to the following conventions: timber monuments and any associated 
or relevant cropmarks (e.g. henge ditch around a timber circle) are transcribed in red, the 
remainder of the cropmarks are in black. Each entry is arranged in the following format:  
No. Name    NMRS Number  NGR   
Council 
Interpretation 
Comments 
Main references 
 
 
Unless otherwise stated, transcriptions are by the author, photographs are © Crown 
Copyright: RCAHMS and maps are © Crown Copyright/database right 2008. An Ordnance 
Survey/EDINA supplied service. 
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1.   Ardmuir   NO14SE 66  NO 19464 43119                
Perth and Kinross                 
Timber setting                                      
Cropmark. 15m by 14-16m. Setting of six pits, converging slightly to the E. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 368 
2.   Ardnagrask   NH54NW 36  NH 52565 49348  
Highland               
Timber circle / possible roundhouse                        
Cropmark. 18m diameter. Two close-set pits (c.0.8m apart) on NW side - possible porch 
structure. One pit close to centre of circle. 
 
 
 
 
3. Auchinteck    NN70SE 1  NN 7566 0170         
Stirling            
Timber circle                             
Destroyed in 1951. Six shallow pits in a circle lined with small flat stones may have 
held posts. No dating evidence.             
Stewart and Feachem 1950-51 
 
Gazetteer, 369 
4.   Balbridie    NO79NW 16  NO 7335 9590       
Aberdeenshire             
Timber hall (roofable)                         
Cropmark. Excavated. 22m by 12m. Defined by continuous foundation trench 
containing substantial timber posts and possibly the remains of plank walling. End walls 
slightly bowed with V-shaped profile. Internal slots and postholes probably represent 
screens and divisions within the building. Carinated bowl pottery and large quantities of 
cereal grains recovered. Dates centring on 3950-3370 BC.          
Reynolds 1978, Fairweather and Ralston 1993 
 
(From Fairweather and Ralston 1993, 317) 
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5.   Balcathie    NO63NW 11  NO 60545 39204           
Angus                        
Rectilinear enclosure                            
Cropmark. 23m by 10m+. Only E side and small sections of N and S sides visible. Gap 
in E side may be an entrance. 
 
6.  Balfarg   NO20SE 5  NO 2816 0312                  
Fife                       
Timber circles                          
Excavated. Within henge. Main circle of 15 posts, 25m in diameter. Timbers ranged 
from 0.4-0.6m diameter. Gap on SE may represent location of another post, removed by 
erosion, or entrance gap. Two posts (c 1m diameter) tangential to circle on W side form 
‘portal’ type arrangement. Sockets of greatest depth and with greatest quantities of finds 
(Grooved Ware, flint and burnt bone within packing of posts) on W side. Probably six 
further concentric circles of closely spaced small diameter timbers outside main timber 
circle. Date ranges of 2900-2200 cal BC (GU-1161) and 3050-2450 cal BC (GU-1160) 
from charcoal from fill of postholes of main circle. Timber circles surrounded by ditch 
and bank of henge and replaced by stone circles at a later date.     
Mercer 1981, Barclay 2005 
Gazetteer, 371 
 
(After Mercer 1981, 112) 
 
 
 
7.   Balfarg Riding School 1 NO20SE 20  NO 2850 0316               
Fife                             
Timber hall (unroofable enclosure) / mortuary structure                             
Excavated. 18m by 9m. Regularly spaced postholes forming boundary fence with less 
regular setting of postholes within. Ring-ditch overlies N end. Post replacement in 
interior. Grooved Ware from upper fill of one boundary posthole.      
Barclay and Russell-White 1993  
Gazetteer, 372 
8.   Balfarg Riding School 2 NO20SE 20  NO 2850 0316           
Fife                      
Timber hall (unroofable enclosure) / mortuary structure                        
Excavated. 18m by 9m. Boundary fence surrounding free-standing setting of posts. 
Greater number of finds than structure 1 (flint and pitchstone flakes, cremated bone and 
Grooved Ware, which may belong to a later phase of use of the site). Radiocarbon dates 
of 3040-2770 (GU-1905), 2925-2540 (GU-1906) and 3305-2770 (GU-1907) cal BC. 
Later mounded over, surrounded by ditch and N end removed.     
Barclay and Russell-White 1993 
 
(After Barclay and Russell-White 1993, 53) 
Gazetteer, 373 
9.   Ballaggan   NH75SE  NH 79588 52874             
Highland                       
Timber circle / possible roundhouse                 
Cropmark. 6m diameter. Defined by large, differently sized pits with pit in centre and a 
poorly defined cropmark which may be a ditch or souterrain extending from the centre. 
 
(Photo: Copyright reserved Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs) 
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10.  Balneaves Cottage  NO64NW 27  NO 60578 49464           
Angus                       
Cursus                
Cropmark. 445m by 22m. Only one terminal recorded. One internal division. Cursus 
changes width either side of division. Some large pits within cursus. 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 375 
11.  Balrae    NO14SE 94  NO 17151 42032            
Perth and Kinross                      
Timber hall (unroofable enclosure)               
Cropmark. 20m by 7m. Two slightly curved lines of three pits with one pit placed 
centrally at each end. One pit on S side slightly obscured by possible tree throw.    
Brophy 2007b 
 
 
 
12.  Bannockburn    NS89SW 24  NS 8163 9014             
Stirling                     
Cursus                    
Cropmark. Excavated. Enclosure 2 on excavation plan. At least 90m in length by 25-
17m. Irregular boundary. Appears to have been built in short, slight curved lengths of 
six or eight posts, most around 0.35m diameter. Few finds (a few sherds of Neolithic 
pottery, chert and flint flakes). Dates centre on 3369-3041 cal BC. Immediately adjacent 
to earlier pit-defined enclosure (enclosure 1).          
Rideout 1997 
Gazetteer, 376 
 
(From Rideout 1997,33) 
 
(From Rideout 1997, 34) 
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13.  Bennybeg   NN81NE 44  NN 86547 19030                 
Perth and Kinross                   
Cursus                 
Cropmark. 109m by 34m. Rectangular cursus with two lines of pits extending to NNE. 
Segmented appearance of boundary as though built in short stretches of posts. 
14.  Bennybeg   NN81NE 45  NN 86618 19062           
Perth and Kinross                    
Timber circle (possible)                 
Cropmark. 10m diameter. Circle formed by series of elongated pits. 
15.  Bennybeg   NN81NE  NN 86646 19055                
Perth and Kinross                    
Timber setting (possible)                  
18m by 15m. Possible timber setting formed by two roughly parallel lines of pits. SE 
side curves slightly. 
 
 
Gazetteer, 378 
16.  Berryhill 1   NO13SW 48  NO 11586 31995            
Perth and Kinross                      
Timber hall (possible)                 
Cropmark. 36m by 8.5m. Defined by continuous foundation trench with rounded ends 
and two entrance gaps on south. Axial pits at both ends. Could also represent a timber 
building of later date.            
Brophy 2007b 
17.  Berryhill 2   NO13SW 48  NO 11652 31990              
Perth and Kinross                     
Timber hall (possible)               
Cropmark. 30m+ by 8m. Only rounded SW end recorded. Defined by continuous 
foundation trench. Could also represent a timber building of later date.     
Brophy 2007b 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 379 
18.  Berryley 1   NJ05NW 71  NJ 00230 56594             
Moray                     
Timber circle                  
Cropmark. 12m diameter. Only NW section of circle recorded. Central pit. Possible tree 
throw cropmark (not transcribed) finishing western 'arm' of circle. 
19.  Berryley 2   NJ05NW 71  NJ 00201 56559          
Moray                      
Timber circle (possible)                  
Cropmark. A few pits inside cropmarks of a henge may represent a timber circle. 7m 
diameter. Around 30m SW of Berryley 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 380 
20.  Black Wood, Balcaskie NO50SW 82  NO 52164 03965              
Fife                    
Timber setting                    
Cropmark. 7m by 12m. Two parallel lines of three pits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 381 
21.  Blackhill   NH74NW 25  NH 71534 48145             
Highland                    
Timber circle / possible roundhouse                 
Cropmark. 8m diameter. Cropmarks of poor quality. May have elongated pits, though 
difficult to see. Ring-ditch recorded only 20m to NE and short stretch of ditch 
immediately to S suggest this may represent a roundhouse. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 382 
22.  Blackshouse Burn  NS94SE 11  NS 95270 40488                 
South Lanarkshire                         
Palisaded enclosure                
Excavated. 300m diameter. Subcircular. Earlier activity in the form of stakeholes and 
hearths. Double row of oak posts. Stone bank between, constructed immediately after 
posts erected or some time after. Paving immediately inside inner row of posts. Bank 
later elaborated and posts left to decay. Bank capped once the posts had decayed. 
Waterlogged stumps of posts recovered from many of the excavated postholes. 
Enclosure dated to 2697-2453 cal BC (GU-1983).                
Lelong and Pollard 1998 
 
(From Lelong and Pollard 1998, 16) 
Gazetteer, 383 
 
(From Lelong and Pollard, 23) 
23.  Boysack   NO64NW 77  NO 61846 49107           
Angus                    
Timber hall (roofable)                 
Cropmark. 16m by 9m. Rectilinear timber hall with internal divisions. Could be later in 
date as later prehistoric settlement complex adjacent. 
 
Gazetteer, 384 
24.  Bridge of Keltie  NN60NW 25  NN 64916 06671          
Stirling                         
Rectilinear enclosure               
Cropmark. 32m+ by 9m+. L-shaped arrangement perhaps forming S and W sides of 
rectilinear enclosure. W side curves slightly. Slight segmented appearance suggests it 
was constructed in separate sections. 
 
 
Gazetteer, 385 
25.  Broich    NN82SE 69  NN 86642 20377               
Perth and Kinross                  
Timber circle                  
Cropmark. 10m diameter. Defined by irregularly shaped pits, many of them large. In 
entrance gap within W ditch of cursus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 386 
26.  Broich Road Farm  NN82SE 275  NN 87126 20508              
Perth and Kinross                        
Rectilinear enclosure / cursus (possible)                 
Cropmark. 70m by 19m+. Only NE and parts of NW and SE sides recorded. Defined by 
small close-set pits. May extend into field on opposite side of road. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 387 
27. Broomend of Crichie  NJ71NE 6  NJ 7792 1967      
Aberdeenshire             
Timber circle                             
Excavated. Ring of post pits on long axis of henge monument. 9m diameter. A few of 
the timbers replaced by smaller uprights. No artefacts. Decayed in situ. Awaiting 
radiocarbon dates.            
Bradley and Clarke 2007 
 
(From Bradley and Clarke 2007, 10) 
 
Gazetteer, 388 
28.  Brownsbank   NT04SE 8  NT 07419 42840     
South Lanarkshire                          
Mortuary enclosure                  
Cropmark. Excavated. 10m by 3m. Nine posts, around 0.5m diameter, forming 
rectangular enclosure. Within segmented ditched enclosure. Leaf-shaped arrowhead 
recovered from one posthole.         
Brophy et al 2005, Brophy and Noble 2006 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 389 
29.  Burnbank 1   NO14SE 93  NO 17070 41729             
Perth and Kinross                                  
Curvilinear enclosure                        
Cropmark. 40m by 17m. Southern-most enclosure within complex of sites. Oval 
enclosure defined by large irregularly shaped pits. May not be Neolithic in date. 
30.  Burnbank 2   NO14SE  NO 17031 41776             
Perth and Kinross                        
Curvilinear enclosure                         
Cropmark. 25m by 17m. Around 35m NW of Burnbank 1. Oval enclosure with possible 
avenue oriented WSW-ENE. Internal pits. 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 390 
31.  Burnbank 3   NO14SE  NO 16951 41867              
Perth and Kinross                     
Timber hall (possible) / Avenue / timber setting                   
Cropmark. 16m x c.5m. Two lines of pits, narrowing slightly to the N. Open at both 
ends. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 391 
32.  Cairnpapple   NS97SE 16  NS 98719 71739             
West Lothian                    
Timber circle                  
Excavated. 38m by 28m. Oval setting of 24 timber uprights within henge. Probably 
erected before henge.                    
Piggott 1949, 1950, Barclay 1999 
 
(After Barclay 1999, 40) 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 392 
33.  Calanish II   NB23SW  NB 2221 3261          
Western Isles                   
Timber circle                         
Excavated. 20m diameter. Timber uprights found below Callanish II stone circle when 
cleared for peat in 1854.                   
Ashmore 1995, 13, 16; Noble 2006a, 172-173 
34.  Carfraemill   NT55SW 32  NT 50709 53565          
Borders                    
Timber setting                            
Cropmark. 10m by 4m. Two parallel lines of pits. Within cropmarks of later field 
boundaries, so may be associated with these. 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 393 
35.  Carsie Mains   NO14SE 88  NO 17759 41739                 
Perth and Kinross                     
Timber circle                         
Cropmark. Excavated. 12.5m diameter. Circle of 15 postholes. Only one post showed 
signs of burning in situ. Up to 5 postholes cut through filled tree pits. Radiocarbon dates 
of 3350-2920 (AA-53271) and 3350-3020 (AA-53288).      
Brophy and Barclay 2004 
36.  Carsie Mains   NO14SE 84  NO 17795 41734                
Perth and Kinross                     
Timber hall (unroofable enclosure)                
Cropmark. Excavated. 17m by 7m. Five posts on both sides, probably oak. Ends defined 
by three posts arranged as double posthole to the S and single posthole to the N. 
Possible 'aisle' posts inside parallel to sides, probably birch and hazel. Possible tree pit 
at E end. 3350-2920 cal BC (AA-53270).                 
Brophy and Barclay 2004 
 
(From Brophy and Barclay 2004) 
 
Gazetteer, 394 
37.  Castle Menzies  NN84NW 115  NN 83475 49408                
Perth and Kinross                    
Timber circle / possible roundhouse                           
Cropmark. 7m diameter. Slightly irregular circle of pits with entrance to S. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 395 
38.  Castle Menzies Home Farm NN84NW 48  NN 8304 4939                
Perth and Kinross                    
Cursus                           
Cropmark. Excavated. 130m by 34m. Concave arc of large posts at E end. Larger gap 
between postholes may represent entrance. Smaller posts defining sides. N side turns 
inward around the centre. Dates centre on 4040-3660 cal BC.       
Halliday 2002 
 
(After Halliday 2002, 14. © Headland Archaeology (UK) Ltd) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 396 
39.  Claish    NN60NW 57  NN 6355 0656          
Stirling                    
Timber hall                         
Cropmark. Excavated. 25m by 8.5m. Exterior defined by individual post-pits. Straight 
sided with curved terminals. Entrance gaps in both ends. Interior divided by slots and 
posts with greater concentration at S end. Fewer posts in central area which contained 
two pits in which fires had been set. Built of oak. Burnt in situ. Early Neolithic 
Carinated Bowl pottery recovered from post-pipes of postholes. Dates centre on 3800-
3500 cal BC.            
Barclay et al 2002 
 
(From Brophy and Barclay 2004, 18) 
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40.  Coldrochie   NO02NE 42  NO 07786 29249           
Perth and Kinross                    
Timber circle                         
Cropmark. 8m diameter. Within possible henge. Full circuit not visible, but seems to be 
a flattened circle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 398 
41.  Court Hill   NO03SE 53  NO 07818 33054             
Perth and Kinross                  
Timber circle                         
Cropmark. 6m diameter. S section defined by large amorphous pit - may mask the 
actual pit closing off this side of the circle. 
42.  Court Hill   NO03SE 53  NO 07812 33086        
Perth and Kinross                    
Timber setting                  
Cropmark. 15m by 10m. Two parallel lines of pits, with a single pit closing off S side. 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 399 
43.  Courthill   NS24NE 3  NS 2924 4958            
North Ayrshire                    
Timber hall (possible) / Mortuary structure             
14m by 6m. Rectangular stake built structure with possible axial posts at both ends. 
Burnt. No dating evidence. Below possible barrow or motte. Interpreted as both 
prehistoric and medieval structure. Still not clear which interpretation is correct.   
Cochran Patrick 1972-4; Linge 1987; Scott 1989 
 
(After Cochran Patrick 1972-4, Plate VIII) 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 400 
44.  Craggish   NN72SE 108  NN 76379 21118         
Perth and Kinross                  
Cursus                    
Cropmark. 170m+ by 18m. Probably pit-defined along its full length, cropmarks quite 
poorly defined so but unable to transcribe all the pits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 401 
45.  Cramflat   NO03SE 62  NO 08409 30030     
Perth and Kinross                 
Timber hall (possible)                 
Cropmark. 10m by 4m. Defined by four pits on NW and three on SE. Open-ended on 
NE, but defined by ditch (about 1m wide) on SW. 
 
 
  
 
  
46.  Crieff High School, Broich Road NN82SE NN 867 208         
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle                 
Excavated. 6.5m diameter. Circle of eight postholes with entrance to SE within Broich 
cursus. Single radiocarbon date of 1189-922 cal BC (SUERC-16917) places it in 2nd 
millennium BC, but proximity to cursus may suggest Neolithic date still possible. 
Seems too small to be roundhouse.        
Haines, K in prep 
Gazetteer, 402 
 
(After Haines in prep) 
 
 
 
 
 
47.  Croft Moraig   NN7 4NE 12  NN 7975 4726         
Timber circle                   
Excavated. 7m diameter. Originally interpreted as irregular horse-shoe shaped setting 
open to SW. Replaced by stone circle. Recently re-interpretation suggests that timber 
circle erected within earlier stone circle with entrance on the SE and dates to the Early 
Bronze Age. Associated with Middle or Late Bronze Age ceramics.       
Piggott and Simpson 1971; Barclay 2000; Bradley and Sheridan 2005 
Gazetteer, 403 
 
(From Piggott and Simpson 1971) 
 
(After Piggott and Simpson 1971) 
Gazetteer, 404 
48.  Dalladies   NO66NW 27  NO 6276 6737  
Aberdeenshire                         
Mortuary structure (split post structure)               
Excavated. 18m by 3.5m. Three large D-shaped pits with a pair of small postholes at 
NW end. Piggott stated that the large pits each held two or three smaller posts, though 
Noble suggests these may belong to a later phase and the postholes originally held 
sections from split tree trunks. Timbers decayed in situ, after which a timber and stone 
structure, dated to 3390 BC (SRR-289, 290), was constructed and burnt. Covered by 
long barrow.           
Piggott 1971-72; 1973; Noble 2006a, 83-84 
 
(From Piggott 1971-2, fig 8) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 405 
49.  Dalswinton Roads  NX98SW 47  NX 94207 84330        
Dumfries and Galloway           
Avenue                   
Cropmark. 85m by 6m. Two slightly curved parallel lines of pits. 
 
(Photo: Copyright reserved Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 406 
50.  Damside   NO54NE 18  NO 57785 49411      
Angus             
Timber circle / possible roundhouse                
Cropmark. 8.5 by 7m. Defined by small, regularly shaped pits. Several pits in the 
centre. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 407 
51.  Dargill 1   NN82SE 66  NN 85877 20245     
Perth and Kinross             
Timber setting                   
Cropmark. 7m by 3m. Two parallel lines of pits, widening slightly to the WSW. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 408 
52.  Dargill 2   NN82SE 66  NN 85906 20041     
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle                
Cropmark. 8m by 7m. Oval. Full circuit not visible. 
53.  Dargill 3   NN82SE 66  NN 85988 20061     
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle                   
Cropmark. 40m diameter. Full circuit not recorded. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 409 
54.  Douglasmuir   NO64NW 99  NO 6153 4812       
Angus              
Cursus                  
Cropmark. Excavated. 65m by 20m. Rectilinear. Divided in two by line of posts. May 
have been constructed in two parts. Postholes of sides generally smaller than those of 
ends and transverse division. Some posts burnt in situ and oak charcoal identified. Dates 
centre on 3930-3390 cal BC (GU-1210, 1469, 1470).             
Kendrick 1995 
 
(After Kendrick 1995, 33) 
Gazetteer, 410 
55.  Dreghorn, Station Brae NS33NE 86  NS 3518 3830        
North Ayrshire             
Timber hall (possible)                       
Excavated. 23.5m by 5m. Three parallel rows of regularly spaced postholes. Possible 
elaborated entranceway near midpoint of W side.                
Addyman 2004; Brophy 2007b 
56.  Drumflower   NX15NW 26  NX 14280 57774  
Dumfries and Galloway            
Timber setting / Avenue                
Cropmark. 14m by 4m. Two parallel lines of six pits, curving slightly along their length. 
Open to N and S. 
57.  Drumflower   NX15NW 26  NX 14255 57789  
Dumfries and Galloway                
Curvilinear enclosure                
Cropmark. 30m by 19m. No pits visible on SE, so may be open at this side. May form 
part of same structure as avenue. 
 
Gazetteer, 411 
58. Dunragit  NX15NE 69, NX15NW 76 NX 14913 57359  
Dumfries and Galloway                  
Palisaded enclosure               
Cropmark. Excavated. 290m by 220m. Three roughly concentric rings of pits. Middle 
ring has avenue entrance with bowed sides (32m by c.5-8m), orientated NNE-SSW. 
Outer ring set some distance from middle ring, scalloped in appearance. Middle and 
outer rings are single phase and have smaller timbers between main posts which may 
have supported planking forming a continuous fence. Rotted in situ. Inner ring of 
postholes replaced on at least one occasion and postholes large. Most material culture, 
including Grooved Ware and Beaker pottery, associated with inner ring. Intersects with 
earlier post-defined cursus. Polished stone axe recovered from posthole of middle ring 
where it cut across location of cursus.         
Thomas 1999a; 2001b; 2002; 2004b,c 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 412 
59.   Dunragit   NX15NW  NX 14794 57449  
Dumfries and Galloway           
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 19m diameter. Around 35m SW of outer ring of palisaded enclosure. Full 
circuit not visible. Circular dark mark in the centre of the circle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 413 
60.  Dunragit   NX15NE 69.01 NX 15253 57226  
Dumfries and Galloway           
Timber circle                   
Cropmark. 9m diameter. Oval. E of palisaded enclosure and S of a pit-alignment. 
Defined by several short, straight sections of pits as though constructed in sections. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 414 
61.  Dunragit   NX15NW 76.04 NX 1497 5745  
Dumfries and Galloway           
Cursus                   
Excavated. Only NE end located and excavated. Uprights appear to have been taller 
around terminal. Burnt in situ. Cut by middle ring of palisaded enclosure.   
Thomas 2001b, 2002, 2004b,c 
 
(From Thomas 2004, 178) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 415 
62.  Earls Haugh   NT83NW 52  NT 81644 39317   
Borders              
Timber setting                 
Cropmark. 10m by 9m-5m. Two lines of pits narrowing towards the SW. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 416 
63.  Easter Cadder   NS67SW 27  NS 64251 73426    
North Lanarkshire             
Timber circle                   
Cropmark. 4m by 3m. Within small henge. Timber circle follows shape of henge ditch. 
Suggestions of additional pits on edge of ditch. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 417 
64.  Eastfield   NT03NW 90  NT 03008 35256    
South Lanarkshire            
Timber circle                   
Cropmark. 5m diameter. Full circuit not visible. Immediately adjacent to cropmarks of 
probable barrow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 418 
65.  Eckford Mill   NT72NW 70  NT 71560 26914   
Borders              
Timber circle                    
Cropmark. 5m diameter. Within cropmarks of round barrow. 
 
 
 
66.  Eweford   NT67NE 151  NT 66700 77579       
East Lothian            
Timber circle                
Cropmark. Around 9m diameter. Timber circle defined by large pits with interior pit 
close to centre of circle. 
67.  Eweford   NT67NE 151  NT 66710 77527      
East Lothian             
Timber circle (possible)                 
Cropmark. 5m diameter. May just be scattering of pits. Irregular boundary. Small pit in 
centre. 
Gazetteer, 419 
 
 
68.  Eweford East   NT67NE 129  NT 66662 77400         
East Lothian             
Timber circle                 
Excavated. 20m by 19.5m. Defined by 70 postholes. Oak timbers used, hazel and 
willow perhaps used as hurdling. Constructed in short segments. Burnt. Single sherd of 
Grooved Ware from one posthole. Radiocarbon dates of 2620-2460 BC (SUERC-5336) 
and 2570-2330 BC (SUERC-5337).              
MacGregor and Shearer 2003, Lelong and MacGregor 2008 
69.   Eweford East   NT67NE 129  NT 66672 77364        
East Lothian            
Gazetteer, 420 
Cursus (possible)                  
Excavated. 96m by 44m. Two roughly parallel lines of posts. Southern alignment built 
from E to W, probably over several generations. Grooved Ware, worked chert, flint and 
quartz, late Neolithic ‘chisel-type’ grey flint arrowhead and flake from a broken, 
polished stone axe recovered from fills of postholes. Dates from E end 2880-2580 BC 
(SUERC-5340). W end dated to 2400 BC (SUERC-5344, 5345). Northern alignment 
contemporary with W end of southern alignment, though only short section excavated. 
Double-ended scraper and broken whetstone recovered from postholes. Oak timbers 
used with other wood types probably used as hurdling. Burnt.             
MacGregor and Shearer 2003, Lelong and MacGregor 2008 
 
(From Lelong and MacGregor 2008, 52. Copyright Society of Antiquaries of Scotland) 
70.   Eweford West 1  NT67NE 474  NT 6637 7737         
East Lothian                    
Mortuary structure (palisade structure)               
Excavated. 2m by 1.3m. Three shallow trenches holding oak timbers with revetment of 
stones. Burnt human bone recovered from trenches. Burnt down and later covered by 
cairn.                  
MacGregor and Shearer 2003, Lelong and MacGregor 2008 
Gazetteer, 421 
71.  Eweford West 2  NT67NE 474  NT 6637 7737          
East Lothian                    
Mortuary structure (split post structure)                 
Excavated. 6.6m by 1.75m. 5m SE of other mortuary structure. Three large oak timbers, 
defined on E and W by timber planks revetted by stones. Stone revetment extended to N 
to meet S side of other structure. Timber screen with timbers set at an angle to E, dated 
to 3800-3650 BC (SUERC-5286). All burnt down and covered by cairn. Two sherds of 
Neolithic carinated pottery bowl and burnt human bone found in upper fill of collapsed 
structure.                
MacGregor and Shearer 2003, Lelong and MacGregor 2008 
 
(From Lelong and MacGregor 2008, 22. Copyright Society of Antiquaries of Scotland) 
Gazetteer, 422 
 
72.  Forteviot   NO01NE 28  NO 05340 16885     
Perth and Kinross                   
Palisaded enclosure               
Cropmark. 265m by 220m. Circuit incomplete on W where it approaches a scarp. Out-
turned avenue entrance, measuring 29m by 4m, excavated. Constructed of large timbers 
with possible tree throw on the line of and at the end of W side of avenue.           
St Joseph 1978; Brophy and Noble 2007; 2009 
 
(Photo: Copyright reserved Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs) 
 
Gazetteer, 423 
73.  Fortevoit   NO01NE 33  NO 05264 16935    
Perth and Kinross            
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 40m diameter. Timber circle surrounding henge. Within palisaded enclosure. 
Two postholes excavated.                    
St Joseph 1978; Brophy and Noble 2009 
74.  Forteviot   NO01NE 28  NO 05280 16907    
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 11m diameter. Timber circle surrounding ring-ditch or small henge 
immediately S of larger henge and timber circle. Within palisaded enclosure 
 
(Photo: Copyright reserved Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs) 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 424 
75.   Forteviot   NO01NE 28  NO 05302 16980     
Perth and Kinross             
Timber setting                   
Cropmark. 9m by 2m-4m. Open and widening to the S. Defined by narrow ditch to 
north. Within palisaded enclosure. 
76.  Forteviot   NO01NE 28  NO 05315 16963     
Perth and Kinross             
Timber setting (possible)                  
Cropmark. 8m by 4m-8m. 10m SE of other timber setting, though cropmarks not so 
well defined. Trapezoidal. Open and widening towards the S. Two elongated pits in 
centre divide interior in two. Within palisaded enclosure. 
 
(Photo: Copyright reserved Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs) 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 425 
77.  Forteviot   NO01NE 28  NO 05348 17066    
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle                   
Cropmark. 9m by 4m. Oval. Within possible henge. Immediately N of palisaded 
enclosure. 
 
(Photo: Copyright reserved Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 426 
78.  Forteviot   NO01NE 70  NO 0495 1638         
Perth and Kinross                 
Curvilinear site                        
Cropmark. Unsure of exact location and dimensions. Appears to comprise curvilinear 
enclosure or timber circle defined by closely spaced pits and several internal divisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 427 
79.  Fortingall   NN74NW 39  NN 74061 46845    
Perth and Kinross             
Timber hall                   
Cropmark. 25m by 7.5m. Sides formed by two parallel lines of five, possibly six pits. 
Ends formed by centrally placed pits. Axial pit at W end.       
Brophy 2007b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 428 
80.  Fourmerkland   NX98SW 67  NX 91547 80042  
Dumfries and Galloway           
Cursus                   
Cropmark. 50m by 28m. Only W end of cursus monument visible. Lies within Roman 
temporary camp. Ring-ditch overlying S side of cursus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 429 
81.  Gallow Hill   NX19NE 56  NX 19502 99954    
South Ayrshire            
Timber circle                
Cropmark. 4.5m by 5.5m. Oval. Arc of seven pits to north with single pit to S. 
82.  Gallow Hill   NX19NE 56  NX 19429 99924    
South Ayrshire            
Timber setting / Avenue                
Cropmark. 21m by 3m. Defined by large pits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 430 
83.  Gateside   NO10NE 37  NO 18766 09441      
Fife                
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 10m diameter. Several interior pits. Close to cropmarks of barrows, so may 
be associated with these. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 431 
84.  Gilchrist   NH54NW 149  NH 53857 49343  
Highland             
Timber hall                  
Cropmark. 24m by 8m. Two slightly curving lines of pits defining sides with curved SE 
terminal. No terminal recorded at NW end. Two internal pits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 432 
85.  Glencarse   NO12SE 29  NO 19607 21883     
Perth and Kinross                 
Rectilinear enclosure (possible)              
Cropmark. 32m+ in length. Width unknown. Only E side of possible enclosure visible. 
Side turns inwards at centre, similar to Castle Menzies Home Farm enclosure. May just 
be a pit-alignment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 433 
86.  Green of Invermay  NO01NW 29  NO 05018 16041     
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle / possible roundhouse                
Cropmark. 8m diameter. Full circuit not visible. Formed by large, variously shaped pits. 
No evidence of pits on E side of circle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 434 
87.  Hall of Aberuthven  NN91SE 71  NN 98036 14893    
Perth and Kinross                 
Curvilinear site (possible)                 
Cropmark. 37m by 17m. Possible oval enclosure defined by pits of varying sizes. 
Additional pits visible to SE of enclosure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 435 
88.  Halls    NT67SE 23  NT 65065 72933       
East Lothian             
Timber setting                 
Cropmark. 10m by 7m. Defined by five pits on the NW, three on the SE. Within 
cropmarks of probable field boundaries, so may be associated with these. 
 
 
 
89.  Hillhead of Denend  NJ95SE 53  NJ 9972 5331   
Aberdeenshire                  
Curvilinear site (possible)                
Excavated. Curve of five large postholes uncovered in pipeline trench. Appear to form 
part of large palisaded enclosure extending to the S. Could represent Neolithic 
enclosure, but as no dates obtained could be of any date.                
Cameron 2001 
 
 
Gazetteer, 436 
90.  Holm    NX98SE 86  NX 95972 80385  
Dumfries and Galloway           
Cursus                   
Cropmark. Excavated. 85m by c 32m. Three parallel lines of timbers, slightly wider at 
SE end. Timbers burnt or left to rot away. Three lines of pits may represent three phases 
or may all be contemporary. Recut on a number of occasions. Dates centre on 3990–
3660 cal BC. Replaced by pit-defined avenue.        
Thomas 2007 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 437 
91.  Holm    NX98SE 86  NX 95968 80340  
Dumfries and Galloway             
Timber circle (possible)                 
Excavated. Arc of small pits found on excavation may represent small timber circle 
over which two later ring-ditches were constructed. Full circuit not excavated. No 
dating.              
Thomas 2007 
 
(After Thomas 2007, 217) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 438 
92.  Holywood North  NX98SE 42  NX 95030 80148  
Dumfries and Galloway           
Cursus                   
Cropmark. Excavated. 400m by 30m. Posts of cursus laid out respecting and taking in a 
large post, which was renewed on several occasions. Posts of cursus had more than one 
phase; some were burnt, others were pulled out and the postholes of some recut. 
Carinated bowl pottery recovered from postholes. Replaced by much larger earthwork 
cursus. Constructed around 3800 and 3650 cal BC (SUERC-2115), last timber phase 
around 3640-3490 cal BC (SUERC-2113).        
Thomas 2007 
 
(Transcription © Crown copyright: RCAHMS) 
Gazetteer, 439 
 
(After Thomas 2007, 168) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 440 
93.  Inchbare North  NO66NW 50  NO 60872 65792   
Angus             
Cursus                 
Cropmark. 249m by c 25m. Roughly parallel to Inchbare South cursus which is c 250m 
S. Curves slightly along its length. Only W terminal visible. Short parallel stretches of 
pits visible to N and S. 
 
(Photo: Copyright reserved Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs) 
 
 
94.  Inchbare South  NO66NW 41  NO 60897 65544   
Angus             
Cursus                
Cropmark. 266m by c 22m. Roughly parallel to Inchbare North cursus which is c 250m 
N. Curves slightly along its length. Only W terminal visible. Short parallel stretches of 
pits visible to the S. 
Gazetteer, 441 
95.  Inchbare   NO66NW 49  NO 60801 65462   
Angus                 
Rectilinear enclosure / timber hall (unroofable enclosure)            
Cropmark. 28m by 9m. Enclosure with rounded ends. Immediately S of Inchbare South 
cursus. 
 
 
 
 
 
96.  Inchtuthil   NO13NW 5.06 NO 1254 3956       
Perth and Kinross                   
Mortuary enclosure                 
Cropmark. Excavated. 50m by 10m-8.4m. Ditch made up of irregular segments. Oak 
fence erected within ditch. Later re-built and second fence burnt down. Radiocarbon 
dates of 3970-3710 (GU-2761) and 4220-3780 (GU-2760) from oak of second fence.  
Barclay and Maxwell 1991 
Gazetteer, 442 
 
(From Barclay and Maxwell 1991, 34) 
97.  Inchtuthil 1   NO13NW 39  NO 12414 39342    
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle                   
Cropmark. 5m diameter. Closely spaced, regularly shaped pits. 
98.  Inchtuthil 2   NO13NW 35  NO 12349 39367    
Perth and Kinross            
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 14m diameter. Only a semi-circle of pits visible. Widely spaced, large pits. 
 
 
Gazetteer, 443 
99. Inverdunning House 1  NO01NW 60  NO 02430 16034     
Perth and Kinross            
Timber circle / Possible roundhouse              
Cropmark. 6.5m by 6m. Circle boundary a little uneven in places. Three large pits 
recorded immediately to E. 
100. Inverdunning House 2 NO01NW 60  NO 02514 16055     
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle / Possible roundhouse             
Cropmark. 8.5m diameter. Only N section of circle visible. 
 
 
101. Kinalty   NO35SE 32  NO 35623 51225   
Angus             
Cursus               
Cropmark. 180m+ by c 25m. Two parallel lines of pits which are not perfectly straight. 
Rounded terminal to S with larger pits. No terminal recorded to N. Two internal 
divisions, dividing interior into three. Distinct bulges at sides of central compartment. 
Gazetteer, 444 
102. Kinalty   NO35SE 32  NO 35613 51163   
Angus              
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 10m by 8m. Oval. Lies to W of cursus. Full circuit not recorded. Only N and 
S sections visible. Large pit within circle close to centre. 
103. Kinalty   NO35SE 32  NO 35640 51223    
Angus             
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 28m diameter. Oval. Full circuit not visible. E side of cursus runs through 
centre of circle. 
 
 
Gazetteer, 445 
104. Kincladie   NO01NW 159  NO 02233 15571     
Perth and Kinross                
Rectilinear enclosure (possible)               
Cropmark. 19m by 5m. One line of six pits with parallel line of two pits to N. May form 
part of an enclosure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 446 
105. Kincladie 1   NO01NW 145  NO 02149 15374     
Perth and Kinross            
Timber circle                
Cropmark. 4.5m by 3.5m. Oval. Formed by large irregularly shaped pits. Immediately N 
of Kincladie 2. 
106. Kincladie 2   NO01NW 145  NO 02150 15364     
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle                
Cropmark. 4.5m by 3m. Oval. Full circuit not visible. Formed by large irregularly 
shaped pits. Immediately S of Kincladie 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 447 
107. Kincladie 3   NO01NW 145  NO 02196 15444     
Perth and Kinross            
Timber circle                   
Cropmark. 7m by 4m. Oval. Full circuit not visible; E side cannot be seen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 448 
108. Kingsdale   NO30SW 13  NO 34513 02086      
Fife               
Timber setting                  
Cropmark. 11m by 5m. Within cropmarks of possible field boundaries, so may be 
associated with these. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 449 
109. Kinloch   NO21SE 75  NO 28205 11834      
Fife                    
Palisaded enclosure (possible)           
Cropmark. 295m+ by 120m+. May represent S and E sides of a large curvilinear 
enclosure. Scalloped outline similar to that at Dunragit. 
 
 
 
 
 
110. Kintore   NJ71NE 28  NJ 7869 1619   
Aberdeenshire                   
Mortuary structure               
Excavated. 42m+ by 10m. Rectilinear ditch containing wooden fence. One end 
enclosing earlier burnt area. Slight mound within the ditches. 3980-3760 cal BC 
(SUERC-1371). Partly destroyed by quarrying.           
Cook and Dunbar 2004; 2008 
Gazetteer, 450 
111. Kintore   NJ71NE 28  NJ 7869 1619   
Aberdeenshire             
Timber circle                 
Excavated. 5.8m diameter. 25 postholes forming a circle. No artefacts recovered. Dating 
uncertain.                       
Cook and Dunbar 2004; 2008 
112. Kirkburn   NY18SW 16  NY 1310 8312  
Dumfries and Galloway                   
Mortuary structure (possible)               
Excavated. Two trenches holding timbers which appear to have burnt down, possibly 
forming two sides of trapezoidal enclosure.  Associated with Neolithic pottery. 
Fragments of bone from one of the trenches. Site badly truncated. Later features in same 
location.                 
Cormack 1962-3; Noble 2006a, 46, 49 
 
(After Cormack 1962-3, Fig. 3) 
 
Gazetteer, 451 
113. Kirkland Station  NX88NW 106  NX 80964 89930       
Dumfries and Galloway           
Cursus              
Cropmark. 245m+ by c 38m. Only NNW terminal recorded. Rounded terminal with 
short line of pits defining W side of cursus. Further SE a second line of pits recorded, 
probably forming part of E side. 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 452 
114. Kirklands   NT77SE 54  NT 75843 70046    
Borders            
Avenue                  
Cropmark. 62m by 6m. Two parallel lines of paired pits running N-S with a very slight 
curve. There appears to be a pit closing off the N end. May extend further to the S. 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 453 
115. Kirkmabreck   NX14NE  NX 10007 48207         
Dumfries and Galloway             
Cursus                    
Cropmark. 51m by 20-22m. Cursus with one squared and one rounded terminal. Widens 
slightly and pits more widely spaced to the E. Possible entrance gap on W where 
terminal pits curve inwards, creating a wider gap. Intersected by avenue. 
116. Kirkmabreck   NX14NE  NX 10014 48251        
Dumfries and Galloway             
Avenue                    
Cropmark. 227m by 7m. Two roughly parallel lines of pits running roughly N-S may 
represent avenue. E side only intermittently visible in cropmarks. Curves along its 
length. Full length may not be recorded. Intersects with cursus. 
 
Gazetteer, 454 
117. Laigh Newton   NS53NE 104  NS 595 370          
East Ayrshire                       
Timber hall                            
Excavated. 15.5m by 6.5m. SW side formed by three postholes and a pit interpreted as 
tree throw. NE side formed by four postholes. One posthole at either end. Chert flake 
recovered from one of the postholes. A few external features which may be related. 
Awaiting dating.              
James at al. 2007 
 
(from James et al 2007, figure 2) 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 455 
118. Lauder Barns   NT54NW 12  NT 54515 46202   
Borders             
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 75m by 61m. Oval. Defined by closely spaced pits. No obvious entrance, 
though some wider gaps may represent entrances. Faceted appearance of circuit as 
though constructed in straight sections. 
119. Lauder Barns   NT54NW 12  NT 54536 46211    
Borders                 
Rectilinear enclosure                  
Cropmark. 6m by 3m. Horse-shoe shaped enclosure. Open to the S. Within timber 
circle. 
 
(Original photography is held at Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs, Unit for 
Landscape Modelling) 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 456 
120. Leadketty   NO01NW 40  NO 02006 15846    
Perth and Kinross                  
Palisaded enclosure           
Cropmark. Around 400m by 230m. Full boundary not visible. Avenue entrance on 
NNE, measuring 14m x c 4m and oriented NE-SW. Appears to enclose further sites 
within its circuit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 457 
121. Leadketty   NO01NW 40  NO 01961 15637     
Perth and Kinross             
Timber hall (possible)                
Cropmark. 18m by 5m-6m. Possible timber hall with rounded terminals. Internal pits 
perhaps defining internal divisions. Some of the cropmarks may be associated with 
previous agricultural activity in this location. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 458 
122. Leadketty   NO01NW 21  NO 02118 16073    
Perth and Kinross            
Timber circle (possible)               
Cropmark. 8m diameter. May be a badly degraded timber circle. Only NW side visible. 
Immediately SE of possible causewayed enclosure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 459 
123. Leuchars   NO42SW 8  NO 44360 21576      
Fife               
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 14m by 11m. Oval with part of what may be a second circuit of pits recorded 
to the NE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 460 
124. Little Lochans   NX05NE  NX 07414 57353  
Dumfries and Galloway           
Timber circle / possible roundhouse              
Cropmark. 10m diameter. Oval. Central pit. Dark mark extending from centre of circle 
may represent a ditch or souterrain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 461 
125. Littleour   NO14SE 59  NO 17337 40244    
Perth and Kinross            
Timber hall (unroofable enclosure)               
Cropmark. Excavated. 22m by 7m-8m. Sides formed by eight postholes with pair of 
postholes at each end forming rounded ends. Side walls bend slightly. Timbers varied 
between c 0.7m and 1.1m diameter. Axial post at E end. Posts rotted in situ. 
Radiocarbon dates of 3510-3108 (GU-4827) and 3650-3100 (GU-4379). Remains of 8 
or 9 Grooved Ware vessels, worked flint and a worked pebble of micaceous schist 
recovered from small posthole within structure.         
Barclay and Maxwell 1998 
 
(After Barclay and Maxwell 1998, 54) 
 
 
126. Lochbrow   NY08NE 34  NY 09519 89327  
Dumfries and Galloway            
Cursus              
Cropmark. 175m+ by 20m. Defined by two parallel lines of small pits. Only one 
terminal recorded, defined by two converging lines of pits. One internal division in N 
section. S section of W side of cursus may begin to curve slightly to SW. 
Gazetteer, 462 
127. Lochbrow   NY08NE 34  NY 09549 89385  
Dumfries and Galloway            
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 27m by 17m. Oval. Beside N terminal of cursus. 
128. Lochbrow   NY08NE 36  NY 09428 89154  
Dumfries and Galloway           
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 48m diameter. SW of cursus. Defined by small evenly spaced pits. Pits 
visible outside circle to the N and S. 
 
 
Gazetteer, 463 
129. Lochhill   NX96NE 24  NX 9688 6507  
Dumfries and Galloway                  
Mortuary structure (split post structure)              
Excavated. 7.5m by 1.4m. Three large pits. Outer two pits holding large D-shaped posts. 
Pair of posts within central pit. Timber and stone structure with wooden façade, within 
which small fragments of bone were recovered, constructed after timbers had decayed 
and been removed. This was burnt and long cairn constructed. Single radiocarbon date 
of 4250-3600 cal BC (I-6409) from plank of the timber and stone structure.     
Masters 1973; Noble 2006a, 83 
 
(After Masters 1973, 98) 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 464 
130. Lochty    NO56SW 30  NO 54347 62491   
Angus                  
Rectilinear enclosure (possible) / Cursus (possible)           
Cropmark. 250m by 25m+. Long line of pits, turning a right angle at W end and 
possibly on E. May represent pit-alignment. 
 
(Photo © Moira Greg, Aberdeenshire Archaeology Service) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 465 
131. Lockerbie   NY18SW 222  NY 1336 8271  
Dumfries and Galloway             
Timber hall                  
Excavated. 27m by 8m. E wall defined by beam slot and postholes, W wall by 
postholes. Six internal divisions at right angles to outer wall running towards centre, 
creating broad central isle. S end curving with possible entrance, N wall less well 
defined. Early Neolithic carinated bowl pottery, worked flint and chert and burnt bone 
recovered from features associated with the structure.             
Kirkby 2006 
 
(From Murray et al. 2009) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 466 
132. Logierait   NN95SE (47)  NN 97019 52284    
Perth and Kinross            
Timber setting / Avenue                
Cropmark. 18m by 3m. Two roughly parallel lines of five pits. 
 
 
 
 
133. Lon Mor   NM82NE 61  NM 8535 2835      
Argyll and Bute             
Timber circle (possible)                  
Excavated. 'Post-ring' structure of uncertain date. No dating evidence. May represent 
Neolithic timber circle.             
Bonsall et al  1993 
 
 
Gazetteer, 467 
134. Lower Slackbuie  NH64SE 37  NH 6704 4245  
Highland             
Timber circle / Possible roundhouse             
Cropmark. Around 8m diameter. Unable to transcribe because of change in 
surroundings. 
 
 
 
135. Machrie Moor 1  NR93SW 1.04  NR 9119 3239        
North Ayrshire             
Timber circle              
Excavated. Horseshoe shaped central setting of five postholes, surrounded by circle of 
63 postholes c 14.5m diameter (Radiocarbon dates of 3354-2943 (GU-2316) and 2925-
1962 cal BC (GU-2325)) and outer elliptical ring of 34+ postholes, 19.5m minimum 
diameter (Radiocarbon date 2894-2356 cal BC (GU-2324)). Most finds from main ring, 
including pitchstone flakes, arrowhead and Grooved Ware pottery. Sherds of the same 
Grooved Ware vessel recovered from postholes of central setting and main ring. Later 
replaced by stone circle.          
Haggarty 1991 
Gazetteer, 468 
136. Machrie Moor 11  NR93SW 1.05  NR 9121 3241       
North Ayrshire            
Timber circle                  
Excavated. 12.9m-14.7m diameter. Circle of ten postholes. A few finds of flint and 
pitchstone. Later replaced by stone circle.                             
Haggarty 1991 
 
(After Haggarty 1991, 61) 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 469 
137. Mains of Ballindarg  NO35SE 34  NO 39886 50990   
Angus             
Timber circle               
Cropmark. Around 11m diameter. Within henge. Arc of pits may represent N section of 
timber circle. Central pit. 
 
(Photo © Moira Greg, Aberdeenshire Archaeology Service) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 470 
138. Meikle Geddes  NH85SE 50  NH 87120 52008  
Highland             
Timber circle (possible)                 
Cropmark. 7m diameter. Formed by variously shaped and sized pits. Appear to be wider 
gaps on the E and W. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 471 
139. Meldon Bridge  NT24SW 46  NT 20587 40408   
Borders                   
Palisaded enclosure                 
Cropmark. Excavated. Around 280m by 245m+. Large uprights with smaller timbers 
between; interpreted as solid timber barrier. Posts decayed in situ. Dates range from 
2600-1900 cal BC. Avenue entrance (33m by 5m) on the NW, which approaches 
slightly obliquely. Earlier pit digging activity.            
Burgess 1976; Speak and Burgess 1999 
 
 
Gazetteer, 472 
 
(After Speak and Burgess 1999, 16) 
 
(After Speak and Burgess 1999, 18) 
Gazetteer, 473 
140. Meldon Bridge  NT24SW 46  NT 2057 4029    
Borders             
Timber circle                  
Excavated. 9m diameter. Arc of pits representing small circle of truncated pits set 
around a central post. Posts 15-20m diameter. Seven pits excavated, others probably lay 
outside excavated area. Within palisaded enclosure.          
Burgess 1976; Speak and Burgess 1999; Gibson 2005, 166 
 
(After Speak and Burgess 1999, 44) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 474 
141. Meldon Bridge  NT24SW 46  NT 2057 4029    
Borders             
Timber circle                 
Excavated. 2.5m diameter. Small circle of 11 irregularly spaced small pits, averaging 
0.24m in diameter. Surrounded larger pit containing cremation. Two pits in the NE 
appear to be duplicated. Possible entrance to NNE. Within palisaded enclosure.       
Burgess 1976; Speak and Burgess 1999; Gibson 2005, 165 
 
(After Speak and Burgess 1999, 28) 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 475 
142. Meldon Bridge  NT24SW 46  NT 20587 40408   
Borders                     
Curvilinear site                           
Excavated. Around 30m of curving palisade trench uncovered. Posts erected against 
inner and outer sides of palisade ditch with stone packing between. Date uncertain. 
Definitely pre-Roman, possible association with late Neolithic pottery.        
Speak and Burgess 1999 
 
(After Speak and Burgess 1999, 47) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 476 
143. Melville Muir   NO31SW 73  NO 30601 12302      
Fife                  
Rectilinear enclosure             
Cropmark. 135m+ by 87-62m. Defined by close-set pits. Rounded sides at W end, 
straight sides at E end. Slight disjunction between rounded end and straight ends may 
suggest they were constructed separately. 
 
(Photo: Copyright reserved Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 477 
144. Middlefield   NJ06SW 52  NJ 03185 59978     
Moray              
Timber circle / possible roundhouse                
Cropmark. 7m diameter. Full circuit not visible. Only E side can be seen. Part of W side 
covered by large amorphous pit, which extends into centre of circle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 478 
145. Mill of Fintray  NJ81NW 54  NJ 83572 16333 
Aberdeenshire             
Cursus                
Cropmark. 125m by 28m. Recorded as both ditch and pit-defined. Curves slightly along 
its length. Two internal divisions. 
 
(Transcription © Crown copyright: RCAHMS) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 479 
146. Millhaugh   NO01SW 43  NO 01200 14153    
Perth and Kinross                
Rectilinear enclosure              
Cropmark. 29m by 10m. Only SW side, SE end and part of NE side recorded. SW side 
curves inward at the centre. 
147. Millhaugh   NO01SW  NO 01200 14092     
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 10m diameter. Oval with one interior pit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 480 
148. Millhill   NH95NW 62  NH 91621 56279  
Highland                 
Rectilinear enclosure              
Cropmark. 10m+ by 10m. Three sides defined by pits. Open to the NE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 481 
149. Millhills 1   NN81NE 83  NN 88611 19877    
Perth and Kinross             
Timber setting                 
Cropmark. 13m by 4m. Defined by five, possibly six pits. May narrow slightly to the N. 
Cropmark of barrow immediately to the NE. 
150. Millhills 2   NN81NE  NN 88719 19929    
Perth and Kinross             
Timber setting                   
Cropmark. 9m by 5-9m. Defined by seven pits. Narrows to the N. 
 
(Photo: Copyright reserved Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs) 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 482 
151. Millhills 3   NN81NE 59  NN 88648 19754     
Perth and Kinross            
Timber circle                   
Cropmark. 5m diameter. Small circle with central pit and second internal pit at S edge 
of circle.  
 
(Photo: Copyright reserved Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 483 
152. Milton    NO55SE 18  NO 59050 50033   
Angus             
Cursus                 
Cropmark. 569m by c 30m. Both terminals recorded. At least three internal divisions 
defined by pits. Curves slightly along its length. 
 
(Transcription © Crown copyright: RCAHMS) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 484 
153. Moncrieffe   NO11NW 11  NO 1328 1933        
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle                 
Excavated. 6.5m diameter. Within henge. Nine pits. Just within ditch and concentric to 
inner lip of ditch. No definite evidence that pits held posts.      
Stewart 1985 
 
(After Stewart 1985, 130) 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 485 
154. Morendy Wood  NO42SW 52  NO 42215 24673      
Fife              
Timber circle (possible)             
Cropmark. Around 33m diameter. Only NE side of what may be a large timber circle 
recorded. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 486 
155. Muircambus 1   NO40SE 116  NO 47384 01911      
Fife              
Timber hall / mortuary structure               
Cropmark. 28m by 6m. Defined by continuous ditch. Irregular outline of ditch suggests 
it has been badly degraded. Axial pit at NE end. 
156. Muircambus 2   NO40SE 116  NO 47417 01878      
Fife               
Timber hall / mortuary structure               
Cropmark. 17m by 6m. Defined by continuous ditch. Around 37m SE of Muircambus 1. 
Slightly wider at NE end with axial pit. Dark mark breaks ditch on the NW. May be an 
entrance gap, but uncertain. 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 487 
157. Nether Kelly   NO63NW 18  NO 60615 38996   
Angus             
Timber hall (unroofable enclosure)               
Cropmark. 18m by 7m. Two slightly curving lines of pits with rounded ends. Pit at NE 
end partially obscured by possible tree throw.         
Brophy 2007b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 488 
158. Nine Wells   NO21NW 132  NO 22561 17362      
Fife              
Timber hall (unroofable enclosure)               
Cropmark. 15m by 4-6m. Enclosure defined by two pits on E and two pits on W. S end 
closed by one centrally placed pit. N end closed by what may be a short stretch of ditch. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 489 
159. Noranbank   NO55NW 40  NO 50919 58599    
Angus             
Timber hall (roofable)                 
Cropmark. 31m by 8m. Possible timber hall defined by continuous bedding trench. 
Possible entrance gap to N.            
Brophy 2007b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 490 
160. North Mains A  NN91NW 18  NN 9285 1625        
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. Excavated. 24 large posts in uneven circle between 25 and 27m in diameter. 
Postholes in series of short sections of three or four pits and ramped. Uneven depths of 
postholes. Posts rotted in situ. Sherds of probable Neolithic pottery recovered from two 
postholes. Radiocarbon dates of 2900-2200 cal BC (GU-1354) and 2950-2300 cal BC 
(GU-1353). Henge constructed around circle at later date.        
Barclay 1983; Gibson 2005, 44-46; Barclay 2005, 86-88 
161. North Mains B  NN91NW 18  NN 9285 1625        
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle                 
Excavated. 22.5m by 18m. Ellipse. 17 posts with a possible 18th posthole also 
uncovered. Not concentric with ditch and bank. May pre-date henge and timber circle 
A.             
Barclay 1983; Gibson 2005, 44-46; Barclay 2005, 86-88 
 
(From Gibson 2005, 44) 
Gazetteer, 491 
162. Northallerton Cottage  NO14SE (102) NO 16451 43898    
Perth and Kinross                
Curvilinear site               
Cropmark. 10m+ by 10m. Open to W. 
163. Northallerton Cottage  NO14SE (102) NO 16492 43903    
Perth and Kinross            
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 10m diameter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 492 
164. Park House   NY47NW 3  NY 40170 76173  
Dumfries and Galloway          
Avenue (possible)                 
Cropmark. 80m by 13m. Two roughly parallel lines of large pits. May represent 
agricultural or other activity. 
 
(Original photography is held at Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs, Unit for 
Landscape Modelling) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 493 
165. Pencraig Hill 1  NT57NE 225  NT 568 763         
East Lothian                   
Mortuary structure (palisade structure)              
Excavated. Three trenches lined with clay and stones, probably holding upright oak 
timbers. Clay laid inside and small fires lit. Fires included quantities of oak charcoal. 
3950-3710 BC (SUERC-7663). Burnt down. Larger timber structure built around it (see 
below).                  
McLellan 2003b, Lelong and MacGregor 2008 
 
(From Lelong and MacGregor, 34. Copyright Society of Antiquaries of Scotland) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 494 
166. Pencraig Hill 2  NT57NE 225  NT 568 763         
East Lothian                   
Mortuary structure (palisade structure)              
Excavated. 20m by 15m. Sub-trapezoidal timber structure. Palisades on three sides. 
Open to SW. Internal timber mortuary structure, used as a pyre. Burnt down. Neolithic 
carinated bowl pottery recovered from northern and eastern palisade trenches. 
Radiocarbon dates from palisade range from 3910 to 3520 BC and 3970-3380 BC from 
pyre.                    
McLellan 2003b, Lelong and MacGregor 2008 
 
(From Lelong and MacGregor, 34. Copyright Society of Antiquaries of Scotland) 
 
 
Gazetteer, 495 
167. Pitmuies   NO54NE 67  NO 56835 49733   
Angus             
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 10m diameter. Full circuit not recorded; gap in pits to N. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 496 
168. Pitnacree   NN95SW 6  NN 9287 5337        
Perth and Kinross                   
Mortuary structure (split post structure)               
Excavated. Two large timbers erected within oval pits. Left to decay after which a stone 
enclosure with roofed entrance was constructed, covered by rectangular stone setting 
and round barrow built over these features. Neolithic pottery recovered from old land 
surface may belong to same phase of activity.            
Coles and Simpson 1965; Noble 2006a, 78-79 
 
(After Coles and Simpson 1965, 37,39) 
 
 
Gazetteer, 497 
169. Purlieknowe   NO87NE 25  NO 85403 78001 
Aberdeenshire            
Cursus                
Cropmark. 283m by c 27m. No terminals visible. Three internal divisions. 
 
(Transcription © Crown copyright: RCAHMS) 
 
 
Gazetteer, 498 
170. Raigmore 1   NH64NE 154  NH 68935 45289   
Highland              
Timber circle                  
Cropmark. 7m diameter. Timber circle formed by small, closely spaced pits. Segmented 
in appearance. Larger gaps in circuit may be more apparent than real. Two pits within 
the circle; one close to centre of circle, second within S of circle. 
171. Raigmore 2   NH64NE 154  NH 68917 45311  
Highland             
Timber circle (possible)                 
Cropmark. 5m diameter. NW of Raigmore 1. Defined by five large pits with one 
internal pit. May be cluster of pits rather than timber circle. 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 499 
172. Redden   NT73NE 29  NT 76983 37547   
Borders                 
Curvilinear site (possible)                
Cropmark. 20m by 15m. Sub-circular enclosure. May just be cluster of pits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 500 
173. Reedieleys   NO21SW 362  NO 22946 10452      
Fife               
Cursus               
Cropmark. 137m+ by 25m. Full extent probably not recorded. Only one, rounded, 
terminal visible. Large pits at terminal.         
Cowley and Gilmour 2004 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 501 
174. Rossie Drain   NO21SE 28  NO 27538 10113      
Fife              
Timber hall (possible)                
Cropmark. 22m by 5m. Formed by ditch on S side and three short segments of ditches 
on the N. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 502 
175. Rossie Priory   NO23SE 31  NO 28168 30337     
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle (possible)                
Cropmark. 11m by 8m. Oval. Defined by large irregularly shaped pits. May just be 
cluster of pits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 503 
176. Scoonie   NO30SE 111  NO 38416 01993      
Fife              
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 12m diameter. Defined by large irregularly spaced and shaped pits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 504 
177. Selvie Wood 1  NO24NE 45  NO 28092 48441     
Angus                 
Curvilinear site                 
Cropmark. 98m by 40m+. Only S and E sections of possible curvilinear enclosure 
visible. May be pit-alignment rather than prehistoric enclosure. 
178. Selvie Wood 2  NO24NE 39  NO 28054 48350    
Angus              
Timber circle (possible)                
Cropmark. 12m diameter. May be defined by a double line of pits on the W. Later aerial 
photographs just show a dark mark in this area and no pits. 
 
 
 
179. Shannas   NJ94SE 34  NJ 9959 4378   
Aberdeenshire             
Timber circle (possible)                  
Cropmark. Pits or postholes recorded by Aberdeenshire Archaeology Service in centre 
of henge. 
Gazetteer, 505 
180. Shielhill    NO45NW 19  NO 42786 57482  
Angus                  
Curvilinear site                 
Cropmark. 80m by c 35m. Three sides of what may be an oval enclosure defined by 
large pits. NW side not visible. Pits to N may be related. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 506 
181. Shiells    NO20NE 23  NO 27794 09518      
Fife               
Timber hall (possible)                
Cropmark. 28m by 7m. Defined by continuous ditch. Two breaks in ditch in SE side, 
which may be entrance gaps. May represent a structure of much later date. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 507 
182. Skateraw   NT77NW 21  NT 72905 75408        
East Lothian             
Timber circle                   
Cropmark. 7m diameter. Lies close to cluster of barrows, within scatter of cropmarks 
which may be cists and within an area in which a considerable number of long and short 
cists have been discovered, so may be related to this activity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 508 
183. Slewcairn   NX96SW 1  NX 9239 6142           
Dumfries and Galloway                  
Mortuary structure                  
Excavated. Three large pits. Outer two held large D-shaped posts. Central pit probably 
held two smaller posts. Timbers left to decay and remnants later removed or fell. 
Timber and stone structure constructed which was burnt down and cairn built.        
Masters 1980; 1983; Noble 2006a, 80-82 
 
(After Kinnes 1992, 207) 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 509 
184. Soulseat Loch   NX15NW 97  NX 10631 58227   
Dumfries and Galloway             
Timber circle                 
Cropmark. 38m diameter. Roughly circular arrangement of pits. Additional pits, a short 
stretch of ditch and ring-ditch or possible barrow in the interior. Two possible barrows 
immediately to S. 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 510 
185. Sprouston   NT73NE 47  NT 75352 35196   
Borders              
Timber setting / Avenue                
Cropmark. 14m by 3m. Two parallel rows of pits. Slightly curved. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 511 
186. Star Inn Farm   NO33SW 77  NO 34214 30936   
Dundee              
Cursus               
Cropmark. 169m+ by c.35m. Line of pits forming N side of cursus. Two short stretches 
of pits may form S side of cursus. Widens towards the E. Rounded terminal at W, no 
terminal visible to E. Short stretch of pits in centre parallel to N side. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 512 
187. Tarscavaig   NH64NW 95  NH 63235 48526  
Highland             
Timber setting                   
Cropmark. 8m by 10m. Two rows of three pits, narrowing slightly to the NW. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 513 
188. Temple Wood   NR89W 6  NR 8263 9782       
Argyll and Bute             
Timber circle                   
Excavated. 9m diameter. Timber circle with central posthole. Some postholes were 
ramped. Circle began to be constructed, was abandoned in favour of stone circle which 
was also later abandoned. Some sockets used for both posts and stones. Timber circle 
may have never been finished. Single radiocarbon date of 4316-3377 BC (GU-1296) 
may be from old wood or residual material.             
Scott 1991 
 
(From Scott 1991, 96) 
 
 
Gazetteer, 514 
189. The Welton 1   NO14SE 76  NO 18860 44066    
Perth and Kinross            
Timber circle              
Cropmark. 11.5m diameter. Cropmarks of probable settlements to the N and NE, so 
may be related to these. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 515 
190. The Welton 2   NO14SE 98  NO 19780 43759     
Perth and Kinross            
Timber circle                   
Cropmark. 7m diameter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 516 
191. Tibbers   NX89NE 89  NX 86429 96542  
Dumfries and Galloway            
Cursus (possible)               
Cropmark. 54m+ by 23m. L-shaped arrangement of pits forming N and W sides of 
possible cursus. A few pits may form E side. 
192. Tibbers   NX89NE 89  NX 86524 96727  
Dumfries and Galloway                
Curvilinear site                 
Cropmark. 29m by 12m. Curve of pits may form one part of a curvilinear enclosure. Pit 
to S may mark S extent. 
 
 
Gazetteer, 517 
193. Torr Wood   NH63NW 61  NH 60181 35961  
Highland              
Timber circle                  
Cropmark. 6m diameter. Pits irregularly shaped and various sizes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 518 
194. Trailflat   NY08NW  NY 05098 84888  
Dumfries and Galloway            
Timber circle                   
Cropmark. 6m diameter. Regularly spaced pits with two internal pits. Cropmarks of 
barrows to the S, so may be associated with these. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 519 
195. Trailflat   NY08NW 24  NY 04903 84994   
Dumfries and Galloway            
Cursus                 
Cropmark. 55m+ by 16m. Only the squared W terminal recorded. Suggestion of one 
internal division. No terminal recorded to the E. Lies within Roman Temporary Camp. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 520 
196. Tullichettle   NN72SE 79  NN 77367 20457    
Perth and Kinross             
Cursus                
Cropmark. 135m by 30m. Two parallel lines of pits. No terminals visible. Pits in short 
segments as though constructed in sections. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 521 
197. Turfachie   NO45NW 38  NO 41865 58387   
Angus              
Timber hall (unroofable enclosure)                
Cropmark. 17m by 4.5m. Two parallel lines of five pits with pairs of pits at each end. 
An additional pit at S end may form part of the structure. 
 
 
 
 
 
198. Upper Largie   NR89NW 43  NR 8319 9933       
Argyll and Bute            
Cursus                  
Excavated. Sub-rectangular. Defined by series of large pits. 45m wide at its N end. Full 
extent has not been revealed.               
Terry 1997, Ellis 2000, Cook 2005 
Gazetteer, 522 
199. Upper Largie   NR89NW 43  NR 8319 9933       
Argyll and Bute             
Timber circle                 
Excavated. 47m diameter. 31 post-pits, each 3-5m apart. Slightly elongated on N-S axis. 
Overlies earlier cursus.                 
Terry 1997, Ellis 2000, Cook 2005 
200. Upper Largie   NR89NW 43  NR 8319 9933       
Argyll and Bute             
Timber circle                 
Excavated. On S edge of large timber circle. Around 7m diameter. Small postholes 
surrounding large pit. One pit contained cremated bones.         
Terry 1997, Ellis 2000, Cook 2005 
 
(© AOC Archaeology Group) 
Gazetteer, 523 
201. Wardend of Durris  NO79SE 8  NO 752 928   
Aberdeenshire             
Timber hall (possible)                
Excavated. Disturbed remains below later settlement may represent remains of a timber 
hall. Slot held burnt upright planks of hazel, birch and oak. 3315-2775 cal BC (GU-
2955). Disturbed remains of a large posthole around 5m to E may form part of the same 
structure. Burnt post associated with it dated to 3985-3715 cal BC (GU-2958).     
Russell-White 1995 
 
(After Russell-White 1995, 12) 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 524 
202. Warren Field   NO79NW 17  NO 7393 9670  
Aberdeenshire                 
Timber hall (roofed)                        
Cropmark. Excavated. 20m by 9m. Fairly straight side walls and rounded ends. Timbers 
set in series of segmented wall trenches. Entrance gaps in both ends. Divided into 
partitions by slots and posts. Large pits at each end, both of which seem to have held a 
large timber and were subsequently infilled. W end may have been an unroofed ‘porch’. 
Oak, ash and willow/alder used. Burnt. Early Neolithic pottery, flint and Arran 
pitchstone artefacts, cereal grains and carbonised remains of possible wooden vessel 
recovered from structure. Dates range from 3800-3600 BC.     
Murray 2005; Murray et al. 2006; Murray et al. 2009 
 
(From Murray et al. 2009) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 525 
203. West Lindsaylands  NT03NW 125  NT 01669 36571     
South Lanarkshire             
Cursus                  
Cropmark. 50m by 14m. Only SW terminal visible. Squared terminal with two parallel 
lines of pits extending to the NE. Cropmarks poorly defined. 
 
(Photo: Copyright reserved Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 526 
204. Westerton I   NN81SE 15  NN 87115 14027     
Perth and Kinross             
Timber circle (possible)                 
Cropmark. 6m diameter. Defined by large pits, many of them irregularly shaped. 
Irregular circuit. 
 
(Original photography is held at Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs, Unit for 
Landscape Modelling) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 527 
205. Westerton II   NN91SE 36  NN 98214 14444     
Perth and Kinross            
Timber hall (unroofable enclosure)               
Cropmark. 27m by 9m. Five pits on each side with one centrally placed pit at each end. 
Large circular mark on S side partially obscuring one of the pits may be a tree throw pit. 
A few pits outside lying close to the hall. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 528 
206. Whitmuirhaugh, Sprouston  NT73NE 22.02 NT 75831 35997   
Borders              
Timber hall (roofable)                  
Cropmark. 19m by 5m. Internal divisions defined by pits. Large pit obscures SW 
corner. Barrow immediately SW aligned on the hall.           
Smith 1991; Barclay et al 2002; Brophy 2007b 
 
(Photo: Copyright reserved Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gazetteer, 529 
207. Woodhill   NO53SW 45  NO 51591 34643    
Angus              
Cursus                
Cropmark. 190m by c 30m. Only the curved SW terminal recorded. One internal 
division. Pits on N side appear to curve inwards at junction with terminal. 
 
